‘POCKET CRUISERS & RACERS’
(Some S&S thirty footers over all)
By
PATRICK MATTHIESEN

Suggest the name Sparkman & Stephens 1 to a yachtee and it will generally evoke mindset
imagery of prestigious classic yachts of a certain size – say around the 50’ mark or larger –
boats Like Dorade, Baruna, Bolero, Avanti or even Brilliant. Ask him to think a little smaller
and he might suggest Finisterre, the New York 32s, maybe a Tartan 37 or 40 or even a gaggle
of Swans. Yet it is interesting to note, and oft forgotten, that right from the very earliest
days S&S catered for more modest pockets, designing compact sized boats which were
either innovatory or just plain fast. These were boats that were intended for racing as well
as boats which had cruising, or at least a family weekend aboard, firmly in mind. Some
were better looking than others and sacrificed the usual elegance of a true S&S profile for
convenience – all, however, sailed well. Many of these boats are now little known. Having
concentrated on two of the ‘big boys’ in the first two articles we consider here a small
selection of thirty foot length overall designs (or close enough not to make a difference)
from the early 1930s through to the early 1980s, the period during which Olin was at the
helm of his firm. Some of these designs were ‘one offs’ – true custom built S&S minithoroughbreds in their own right. Others were series production designs.
Olin Stephens, as is well known, came to prominence at a tender age through his ability to
design successful 6 metre yachts to the International Rule. Yet design #2 in 1928 was a
custom cruising sloop named Kalmia for Arthur P.Hatch, 30’ overall with a DWL of 20’
and adequate beam of 7’6”. As may be deduced from these figures she must have cut an
elegant profile with uncharacteristically long overhangs 50% of waterline rather than the
42-45% generally adopted in later CCA designs by S&S, Rhodes or Alden. It can be noted

Kalmia - #2 a very early design (Copyright S&S Inc.)
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In America, the very home of S&S, our revered design firm, and also of our long suffering President, both the firm and our President are frequently
referred to as ‘Stevens’ (sic) instead of Stephens. This misconception seems to be particularly prevalent among the US brokering fraternity who should
really know better. How can this be? Two S&S designs built by Bill Stevens and marketed by Bennett Bros. are called ‘Stevens 40’ and ‘47’? on account
of their builder rather than the designer. Should any member sell his yacht through a broker guilty of such profoundly heinous ‘misconduct’ I think the
appropriate punishment would either be an end of season keelhauling, when the barnacles are at their most ferocious, or else a brief suspension form
the yard arm of an S&S vessel while 1000 penitent ‘Hail Stephens’ are recited.!

that she had a fine bow which portends the post-war Brazil class but she is remarkable for an
uncharacteristic drag to the keel reminiscent of older designer’s, typically such as Mylne, 1930s
designs while the use of interior space is not very efficiently utilised – indeed with her slender
looks and the extensive glazing in the cabin trunk she might almost be mistaken for a
Herreshoff!
Another early design was Eaglet # 29. I reproduce her because she shows just how fertile
Olin’s designing was and because she is so different, and, in many ways, more practical,
than Kalmia. She is also important because she is the first S&S keel/center-boarder and
thus

Eaglet – a shoal draft keel centreboarder. (Copright S&S Inc)

a precursor of Finisterre and her descendants. Built by Hodgson Bros for Frederick S.Pratt,
Commodore of the Duxbury Sailing Club, she had to contend with the mud banks and
shallows of the Duxbury estuary north of Boston. She was intended to be the first of a
class and her dimensions were LOA 29’ 1 in, LWL 20’ 8in, Beam 8’ 2 in and a modest draft
of only 3’ 6in with an equally restrained sail area of only 391 sq.ft. Can one read into this
Olin’s known slight distrust of k/cb boats and their stability, for the keel boat Kalmia
carried 20% more canvas? This boat is of interest not only for her elegant profile and one
might note an improvement in the sweep of the sheer, but in her ‘offshore’ cabin with less
vulnerable glass, her extremely cut away bow and her stub keel into which the centreboard
wholly retracts without in any way impinging on the cabin floor – all in all a boat of such
modernity that she could have been designed in the 1960s! Only the interior space remains
to be fully worked out.

Kretzer 30 (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

Perhaps one of the most significant early designs was the Kretzer 30 design no.81. This was
a 30’ class boat designed for L.Lee Stanton in 1935 and six boats were built by Kretzer
Boats. It has been said that this design was influential on the NY32 launched the following
year but this is probably only true in the broadest sense. Few drawings are readily available

but the two which are reproduced here show a modern design with all the hallmarks of a
typical S&S hull-form. I would go so far as to remark, personally, that this must have been
one sweet boat and if one were ever to be located 2 I would be tempted to own and restore
her despite the probably somewhat cramped interior and limited headroom. A shade under
30’ LOA with a waterline of 22’4in and a beam of 8’2in and a perfectly balanced draft of
4’4in this was a ‘larger’ boat than Kalmia for the same overall dimension and clearly shows
the way that Olin’s mind was working.
Indeed the profile shows a mid point between Dorade and Stormy Weather, yet with more
than a hint of the thinking that was to come in the NY32s. That is to say the arc of the
keel and fore-gripe are somewhat reminiscent of Dorade, though the flattened after run of
the keel is marginally closer to the NY32. Just as with the development of Stormy Weather,
when compared to earlier designs, there has been an increase in beam. The Kretzer shows a
distinctive hint of a slight knuckle to the marginally snubbed stem in the lines plan above,
her bilges are extremely slack and she has quite a fine entry. She is precisely the sort of
shape that Robert Clark, influenced by Olin’s pre-war designs, so elegantly transmuted into
some of his own pre-war designs such as Mercy Jane 3. This latter boat was famed for her
light air ability through low wetted area and ease of handling, being virtually self-steering
when well trimmed, and I imagine the Kretzers were just the same.

Kretzer sail plan (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

The sail plan is interesting in its simplicity and sturdiness. The aspect ratio is low and the
boom long, with a foot measurement for the main of 16’5in on a hoist of 37’. More
interesting is the fact that the blade jib is both battened and self tending on a boom
sheeted just forward of the mast while the exceedingly long jumper struts seem to have
precluded the necessity for runners and thus the rig is modern with just a standing
backstay. She is the epitome of elegance and a true small ‘yacht’.
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As once recorded on our website in the ‘Wanted’ section there are a number of earlier designs pre- 1960 which we are keen to locate if, indeed, they
survive, in many cases probably anonymously their owners being unaware that they have S&S pedigree.
3 See Eric Hiscock, Cruising Under Sail.

In the very same year, 1935, Babe was launched. This now comparatively little known 30’
design was nothing short of revolutionary 4. In many ways she was well ahead of her time
and a direct forerunner of such later legends as Jack Laurent Giles’ and John Illingworth’s
Myth of Malham.
.

Babe – construction plan (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc.).

Babe is a highly interesting boat. Interesting above all in her differences from the Kretzers
and of course the NY32. Both bow and stern are acutely snubbed so that her LWL length
of 26’1in is disproportionately long for the period compared to her overall length of
30’6in. Her beam is 7’10in and draft extreme allowing for the slight drag towards the
bottom of the rudder 5’4in (and therefore she is narrower gutted than the Kretzer with a
foot more draft for windward work). Sail area is a hefty 543 sq.ft. set high (Kretzer 494 sq
ft). The jumpers are now much shorter and there are runners to bolster the backstay on
this towering rig that probably kept Rod well amused in the setting up.

Babe – sail plan (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc.)
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I have to confess that in 2003 in preparations for the following year’s S&S 75th Anniversary celebrations I gave considerable thought and time, having failed to
locate the original, to having a replica built, either to the original design or the updated variant penned in 2001-2 with a fin keel. I ranged as far as getting estimates
from the US, Britain, my friend Cecil Heisler in Nova Scotiia and even in Brazil. Estimates ranged from US$150,000 down to $50,000 in Brazil but the logistics
of such a far flung enterprise and furnishing the equipment was more than I felt one could take on and $150,000 was a lot for a 30 footer; so having flirted with
a rare Rhodes design in Washington state (abandoned because of mixed fastenings) I ended up with Puffin II.

The jibs shown on the plan do not exceed a handy 110% of J while an interesting feature is
what appears to be a kicking strap on a handy-billy reaching from the clew end of the long
17’6in boom to the base of the mast. Not much leverage here because of the acute angle
but an interesting solution for the long boom. Above the waterline the hull is a snubbed,
perky, typical S&S but beneath she is a surprise being exceedingly cut away forward while
the slim rudder, somewhat reminiscent of Stormy Weather, is pushed aft. It seems that there
may have been a downwind control problem because in a 1937 revision the blade is drawn
wider. One wonders whether the underwater profile might have in part been influenced by
the highly successful, though wet, Scandinavian Tumlarens and their ilk, so admired by Uffa
Fox and others at this time. There the comparison ends for the Tumlarens and their
derivatives’ sections had a more pronounced wine glass form not present in Babe.

Babe – lines and midships section. (Copyright Sparkman & Stehens Inc.)

Babe was clearly the forerunner of the light displacement Post War boats, designed to
wring speed and advantage out of the prevailing measurement rules. Her racing record was
to bear out the concept. Accommodation was minimalist or Spartan – basically she slept 2,
a sharp contrast with today’s 26 footers which probably cram in 6!
Pelican design # 289 was conceived a couple of years later in 1939 for David H. Morris Jr.
She could hardly be more different form Babe and the Kretzer. A cutter, she was LOA
29’6in, DWL 23’, her beam 9’ 1in on account of her being a centre-boarder with a draft of
2’ 10in and was conceived as a wholesome family cruiser. As such she is a very interesting
concept. No attempt was made, as nowadays, to cram in berths. Equally, this handsome
cutter was semi-flush decked – unusual indeed for a boat so small – with standing
headroom at the base of the companionway and in the areas of the enormous (for the size
of the boat) galley with many fitted storage areas and extensive ice chest/navigation area
with bookcase and lockers over. There was standing headroom at the aft end of the saloon
bunks with sitting headroom forward of the doghouse, for as Nat Herreshoff is reputed to
have said “if I need to stand up on a boat I can go on deck”!

Pelican

#289. (Copyright Sparkman& Stephens Inc).

Pelican is one nicely fitted and thoroughly well thought out boat and one not only wonders
if she still exists but can deduce that her owner was savvy and probably had a hand in her
specifications. She is a near perfect cruiser for two – oodles of room, the head up forward
ahead of cavernous lockers port and starboard and capacious locker and hanging space aft
of the companionway which neatly uses the low aspect centreboard case and can hinge
sideways out of the way. The cockpit is finely thought out with the companionway
protected by an exceptionally high, wide bridge deck. Much thought has gone into the
detailing of extensive drainage scuppers, pad eyes, winch handle storage and mainsheet and
jib sheet mounts in the cockpit area. Interestingly, though more finely detailed, there is
just a hint of an early Philip Rhodes feel about this yacht down to the use of screw in
access deck-plates in the cockpit sole

Pelican – lines plan. (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc.)

The lines plan shows, as always, a sweet hull easily driven, with slack bilges with no hard turns, relying on the
beam for hull stability and very easy buttocks so that she probably barely pulled a quarter wave. Her keel is both
long and flat and would take the ground easily once the centreboard is retracted and track well, while the hull
profile is cut away forward for balance and a responsive helm.

Pelican –sail plan

Pelican’s sail plan is simple and modest as befits a family cruiser with 436 sq. ft. of sail, well down on Babe and the
Kretzers. The boom is also shorter and the rig proportionally less lofty. The plan shows a working jib and 180%
jenny. What is noticeable is the amount of her top hamper in order to improve liveability within. All in all this is
such an unusual vessel and so far removed from what we today associate with S&S that I have chosen to
feature her on the cover of this year’s Yearbook.
Although the larger sized boats continued to be ordered and built in the early war years and there was a general
revival in construction from 1946, the war years themselves not unsurprisingly must have virtually killed off
commissions for ‘bread and butter’ yachts as small as 30’. One of the few exceptions was the 31’ design, Islander
built by Hinckley from 1940. The next noteworthy design is #849, a series class boat designed for the Sounds
Marine Construction Company of Greenport, Long Island in December 1948. It would seem that this boat was
designed to be built down to a price, that is so that it might have popular appeal. LOA was 31’, LWL 23’, Beam
had widened considerably since Eaglet to marginally over 9’ 1in and draft was 3’ with a displacement of 9472
lbs. Her ratio of ballast was 30% and it was cast iron instead of lead. Construction was Philippine mahogany on
white oak frames, monel fastened with canvas covered cedar decking. In some ways she is a development of
Pelican though the sheer is a little more elegant and the doghouse has been extended forward over the saloon but
still stopping short of the mast. While based on #289 with which she shares hull form, the interior has been
extended to 4 berths and lacks the sophistication of Pelican. The galley is smaller and amidships opposite the
heads. The saloon berths are fully under the raised doghouse, the companionway hinges sideways to leave access
to the engine behind and has been pushed aft and therefore to allow room for the c.b. trunk is offset starboard
of the centre line. An icebox has been shoehorned into the bridgedeck over the engine area and slightly to port
so that one imagines the ice melted quickly! The sail plan shows an increase with a taller rig to 469 sq.ft.

Sounds Marine 30’ Class (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc.)

With the Gulfstream 30 #1147 designed for Bob Derecktor in 19545 we move into the ‘modern’ CCA era from
vintage to classic boats. The Gulfstream was designed to be ‘mass’ produced in series production using Bob’s
favoured methods and he described them as “the smallest practical four-berth auxiliary”. Built of prestigious
Honduras mahogany on oak she had a recognisable S&S shape pioneered by the Pilots and was billed to sell for
$9800. By all accounts they sailed well and many are still around today. Once again in order to squeeze in 4
berths the galley is amidships but the heads is hidden under the foc’sle V berth.

Gulfstream 30 (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

At the same time in a marked move away from earlier designs the rig is simplified to
masthead and the boom shortened while the house profile is an epitome of the rounded
elegance of the 1950s initiated by Loki. The slightly larger Pilots in both their earlier 1946
33’ guise (#539) and in the later 35’ (#1219) version were seminal to the later development
of S&S hulls and as Olin has confirmed to me the Pilot’s mid-section was the starting
point for the design of almost two decades of yachts. One of these was #1484 Adventuress,
a sleek almost archetypal looking S&S 30 footer, built for Carl Gilbert of Boston again by

Adventuress 30 foot auxiliary (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

See the 2004/5 Members’ Yearbook article on Bob Bob Derecktor’s Gulfstream family by this writer. The Gulfstream 30 is there extensively described and
illustrated.
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Hodgdon in Maine in 1958. LWL was 21’1.5 in, Beam 8’ 1in and draft 5’ with a
displacement of 7700lbs (3000 lbs of lead keel and 200 lbs internal trim ballast). As can be
seen from her profile the keel’s forward section was progressively hollowed out and
rounded so that the only flat to rest the hull on was forward of the rudder under the
companionway. This is a notable advance on say Loki but not yet as extreme as Hestia as
the rudder post has yet to start its progressive march forward in order to reduce
displacement and wetted area, a development that accelerated between 1960 and 1966 until
the boats became ungovernable downwind leading to the detachment of the rudder aft on
a skeg mounting. Construction was standard though the deck is now fibreglass covered ply
rather than canvas over cedar. The layout of the interior closely follows that of the
Gulfstream being one of simplicity, except that an ‘accordion door’ or curtain shelters the
user of the head and there is no bridge-deck so that the cockpit well might be larger. The
rig is standard but the mast has been raised six inches thus marginally increasing the sail area when
compared to the Gulfstream from 390 to 399 sq ft.

Adventuress #1484 sail plan (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

Two years later 1960 saw the birth of a new development, the Lotus class #1603. Development changes are
fairly noticeable compared to Gulfstream/Adventuress and are well worthy of comparison because in the space of a
mere two years the concept has changed. Although the waterline is actually longer at 22’ 6 in, a dramatic
snubbing of the bow and a broadening of the counter reduce LOA to 28’ 6in. Beam at 8’ is one inch narrower
but the whole boat looks ‘stubbier’ partly as a result of the short doghouse roof. Sail area remained almost
unchanged at 393 sq. ft though the mast carries a heavy rake of 8 1/2 in and a multitude of foresails are drawn
showing this design was intended for serious competition. Ballasting was dramatically increased by 20% to 3600
lbs and one wonders therefore whether the earlier boats were just a little tender. The boat was designed to rate
under MORC as well as CCA..

Lotus Class sail plan (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

A major selling point was a 7’ cockpit and choice of wood or alloy spars while construction was traditional and
prospective builders were allowed substitutions from the mahogany/oak/monel formula providing weights
were not compromised. Rig was stainless and only the best Merriman fittings were prescribed. Interestingly two
interior plans were offered. The first shows a slightly unconventional scenario of a semi-enclosed head
amidships right next to the galley cooker shielded by a somewhat impractical swinging screen! The saloon berths
are pushed tight aft largely as quarter berths thus giving negligible sitting space and might have been wet. The ‘B’
arrangement shown here was much more practical pushing the saloon berths forward and ranging the galley aft
partly under the small bridgedeck. The forefoot of the ballast keel appears to have just the hint of a little
more area shaved away when compared to Adventuress.

Lotus #1603 Alternative accommodation plan B

The Lotus class brings us to the end of the wooden boat era and from now on these small
thoroughbreds were built as class boats in multiples by factories rather than by individual
dedicated craftsmen.

Chris Craft Capri 30 accommodation (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

The first of the fibreglass (GRP) boats considered here was #1760, the Capri 30 built by the
Chris Craft Corporation, famed for their motor cruisers, but also the builders of sailboats for
several years. Chris Craft had already built a 35 footer and consequently turned to S&S for a
series of designs with ‘pedigree’ and later a ‘racier’ appeal such as the Apache and Comanchee. Use
of uncored GRP freed up extra space in the hull by eliminating frames, stringers and the likes.
The boat crammed in a lot more ‘accommodation’ than earlier designs borrowing from trailer
culture (caravans) and inaugurating the use of a ‘dinette’ which converted into a double bunk
opposite the aft starboard galley. A berth amidships and an enclosed forecabin meant that at a
pinch this DWL 25 footer could sleep 5. The sales literature stated ‘Capri 30 is inexpensive to
operate and requires a minimum of upkeep. For the sailing family of modest income it presents
an excellent opportunity to own a boat of the finest quality with excellent sailing characteristics.’
Once again the design owed much to Pelican though the waterline has been extended two feet
for a gain in length overall of only six inches while beam has been extended 7 inches.
Nevertheless an acute comparison of the lines will show the parentage. Displacement was
11,240 lbs.

Chris Craft Capri 30 (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

The Rudder sagaciously remarked at the time ‘The arrangements on these boats may be excellent
as long as everyone remains in their bunk but getting up is a mass of squirming limbs, barked
shins and ruffled feelings’. How very prescient of the modern tendency of cramming bodies into
boats! The sail plan shows three jibs and an area of 476 sq.ft., 10% up on Pelican, to drive the
beamier hull.
A design of great significance which heralded the way things were moving in the future was the
elegant little SHE S-31B #1899 also built as the IW 31 in Finland. In many ways this design
merits the soubriquet the ‘Baby Swan’. This was a true small racing thoroughbred of the same
generation as the renowned S&S 34 incorporating all of Olin’s latest thinking and in various
guises this model cleaned up on the race course. Indeed they are so close winded that in certain
conditions they can give modern boats a serious run for their money if correctly rated. The
elegance of the design, derived in part perhaps from the S&S 40, is quite as handsome as its
wood forebears. The sail plan, reflecting rating developments and an abandonment of CCA
principals, is instantly recognisable as ‘modern’, masthead of course, still single spreaders but

with a high aspect mainsail on a short boom with greatly enlarged J measurement (for the first
time J is longer than B). Four headsails are drawn for a measured area of 344.5 sq ft. To my
untrained eye these are the daintiest and pretties S&S GRP yachts – a mid ‘chin’ to the bow
retains a hint of the spoon shape , so much more aesthetic than a straight rake – while the
longish counter still retains the S&S hollow curve. The proportions and slope of the profile of
the raised doghouse are little short of exquisite. There is accommodation for 5 even

She 31 B / IW 31 sail plan (Copyright Sparkman and Stephens Inc.).

though we see here the start of a trend later much used on the Swans of pushing bodies into
‘coffins’ under the extreme quarters and below the cockpit, thus reducing either the space for
sail and gear stowage or the utility of the sleeping area. Notable is the skeg rudder pushed far
aft, the prop on a P bracket forward allowing better reversing, and the swept back fin keel
carefully faired into the hull with 3400 lbs of iron secured by 20 bolts, a favoured profile until it
was later realised that a less streamlined leading edge was actually more hydro-dynamically
efficient, creating less drag and more lift. The interior finish was restrained, modern and perhaps
a little austere and betraying the use of ply. LOA was 30’ 4.5 in, LWL 22’, Beam 8’ 10in and
draft 5’ 5in. The yacht was built by South Hants Marine and was advertised as being available to
Lloyds Classification. The boat was carefully thought out in its detail and was a beneficiary of
the experience obtained on the slightly earlier and larger Swan 36.There was non-skid deck

SHE 31

She Traveller

moulding, pulpit and pushpit, and top quality deck gear from Lewmar though the bottom action
winches betray the era!

Yankee 30 lines and bodyplan (copyright Sparkman and Stephens Inc)

Only a few years later in mid 1970 the Yankee 30 #1999 first saw the light of day built in
California. The passage of four years had not only shown a greater search for rating efficiency
and speed, but, alas, a consequent slight decline in aesthetic appeal. The rudder has been pushed
to the extremity of the waterline, the counter is tucked high, the bow is straightened with the
‘chin’ just below the waterline, the hull begins to resemble more of a skimming dish. A not yet
totally flattened under-body has deadrise that is fairly flat. The boat is much better thought out.
A dinette to port and pilot and settee berth to starboard work well with a decent heads with
enlarged compartment sheltered by two doors closing fore and aft, hanging locker, and small

stateroom forward. But above all the galley is well conceived aft, and the cockpit lockers are
reserved for sails and gear as they should be in a cruiser-racer. The engine is mounted,
amidships offset to port, as on the S&S 34, low and centred in the hull. Measuring just a
fraction under 30’ in MORC configuration or a fraction more for IOR, LWL 23’, Beam 9’ and
draft 5’ with a displacement of 8700 lbs and ballast of 4130 lbs (making for a stiff almost 50%
ratio), this design had substantially more ballast than the SHE for a moderate increase in
waterline and beam. Equipment was comprehensive, stainless, alloy and now mainly Lewmar
and the Yankee was advertised as ‘The finest 30’value afloat – sleek beautiful lines, racing speed,
elegant accommodations and safety….none are compromised in this all new 30’ S&S design for
Yankee Yachts’. With a hand laid GRP hull and teak trim this was a finely built craft.

Yankee 30 brochure and sail plan

This boat’s heritage is self evident and she shows the growing influence for larger and larger
fore triangles (thank goodness a trend now reversed in the new millennium!) for her J is a full
nine inches longer than the SHE for the same boom length while the I measurement has shot
up from 34’ on the SHE to a massive 40’ on the Yankee with a resulting increase in sail area
from 345.5 to 430 sq ft on not too dissimilar displacement. No wonder the ballast ratio was
raised. The boat, like all these later S & S designs, is a classic.
A close cousin was #2014 conceived as a RORC sloop in 1969/70 for Michael Winfield and
Partners and moulded by Aquafibre. This was known as the S&S 30.

S&S 30 – Lines Plan

The boat was LOA 29’ 10.5 in, 21’ on the waterline, Beam 9’ with a draft of 5’ 5 in and was
apparently expected to displace only 6492 lbs. Sail Area was 393 sq.ft. Thus, in the space of a
short time and to a different rule, when compared to the preceding design discussed here, sail
area was almost down by 10%, displacement by 2000 lbs - all on a similar beam, LOA but
deeper draft and shorter waterline. With this design one might say S&S reached the modern age
of design with ever lighter displacements. The boat rated 21’ under IOR, nearly a foot below the
Half Ton limit. The drawing shown above shows two alternate forms of rudder, with and
without a skeg, and when compared to the Yankee an increase in the tendency to flatten the
under-body while the cord of the keel is different and there is little hint of a bustle linking it to
the rudder. In addition to take account of the RORC rule there is the attractive feature of
tumble home to the topsides increasing from amidships aft. Indeed the run aft is much changed.

S&S 30 – Accommodations and Sail Plan (Copyright of Sparkman & Stephens Inc.)

The accommodations reverted to a traditional layout without a dinette and incorporated an
amazingly spacious navigation area with full sized table worthy of a larger yacht. The engine is
low amidships and the propeller and shaft extend aft just ahead of the rudder whereas the
Yankee’s steeply raked shaft exited just aft of the fin. There are bunks for 5 as the forepeak is
largely given over to sail stowage – this is a racing boat after all!. There is a copious sail
wardrobe planned yet the boom is still 6 in. shorter at 9’ 6 in and J is shorter too by 9 in so the
mast must have moved forward. The height of the mast has increased once again and in the
space of only a couple of years has grown by all of 6’ when compared to the slightly earlier SHE
31! A review of an early model commented on the stiffness of the boat attributed to a relatively
high prismatic coefficient, rarely heeling more than 20 degrees, and her sure footedness in
tacking. The review stated ‘that she sailed like a dinghy’ and that use of the traveller was
essential. Downwind was reckoned to be her best point of sailing with little or no drag and a
very shallow trough, the result of the flattened under-body. Reviewers admired the Rod
designed stemhead which incorporated twin fairleads as well as locations for the tacks of two
jibs. The boat was comprehensively equipped with winches and trimming gear.
By 1970 the world of yachting was fast changing. Fibreglass had by now all but totally eclipsed
wooden boat building. The first GRP pleasure boat had probably been built by Ray Greene
around 1942 and Beetle Catboats had appeared in GRP as early as 1947. Series production in
factory like surrounding had become the norm. Small yards with craftsmen lovingly building
‘one off’ designs were in retreat. The first series GRP or fibreglass boats had begun to make
their appearance at the end of the 1950s and by the early ‘60s some quite large vessels were
being built.6 Once again Philip Rhodes was at the forefront with his Bounty, then by far the
largest GRP sailboat, produced by Fred Coleman in 1956 and still a handsome if heavy and
6

For an in depth analysis see Daniel Spurr , Heart of Glass, 1999.

bullet proof CCA design today. S&S were not far behind because they designed the much
smaller 25 foot New Horizon in 1957 for Ray Greene himself who went on to build 175. Other
prominent designers to use the material early on were Bill Tripp, Bill Luders, the Alden
Company, Charley Morgan and Bill Shaw (who had worked for eleven years as a draughtsman at
S&S) as well as Van de Stadt and Buchanan in Europe. As boating and family cruising became
more popular and accessible to the general public, so new companies proliferated turning out
more and more competing models. Columbia, Pearson, Bristol and Catalina were at the
forefront. Naturally many went bankrupt and there was soon to be a dramatic culling of builders
with the financial recession. Nevertheless, these developments were to bring about a dramatic
change. As series builders became more confident and competitive, they sought ways to pare the
costs back. In some cases they wished to save in constructional methods and materials and in
consequence came into conflict with the carefully engineered and calculated structural designs of
true Naval Architects such as S&S, and, of course, the unbending demands and eagle eye of a
Rod Stephens. Another way to save costs was to design ‘in house’ with a corporate designer
rather than paying fees to an outside firm of naval architects. Bill Shaw’s move to Pearsons was
an example. Clearly this was going to affect smaller designs first and foremost as they were
aimed at the greater public rather than a few better heeled cognoscenti. Thus it was that the last 30
footer by S&S was the renowned Tartan 30, designed for a company that already had an
extensive track record of successful designs with S&S, but which too was shortly to branch out
to ‘in house’ design. The Tartan 30, for the US market, was design #2016 and saw the light of
day almost concurrently with the S&S 30, with which it makes an interesting final comparison.
It is a ‘modern’ classic and boasts its own web site http://tartan30.org/

Tartan 30 – Lines

There is very little to choose between #2014 and #2016 as might be expected. However on the
American boat beam had once again increased, now to 10’ (an increase of a considerable twelve
inches) further flattening the under-body and making the boat stiffer. LOA was similar at 29’ 9
in and LWL at 24’ 3 in. was 3’ shorter owing to the more snubbed reverse counter and perhaps
more upright rake with a slight hollowing forward. Draft again was dramatically reduced by 6 in.
to 4’ 11 in. Displacement increased to 8445 lbs (or 8750 on some counts), slightly less than the
Yankee but considerably more than the S&S 30. The ballast ratio was also reduced with 3700 lbs
of lead. In direct contrast to the S&S 30 the sail area increased once more to 449 sq ft – 56 ft
more than #2014 and still 19 ft more than the Yankee7. IOR rating was 24.2.
It is interesting to note how the sail plan is juggled to and fro between these designs. Here the
mast once again moves aft with a J a foot longer at 13’ but the boom too is lengthened from 9’ 4
7 It is noticeable how the SA marches upwards and down for 30 footers in partial but not total response to displacements and to adjust to rating
requirements: Eaglet 391; Kretzer 494; Babe 543; Pelican 436; Sounds Marine 469; Gulfstream 30 390; Adventuress 399; Lotus 393; Capri 476; SHE 31B 349;
Yankee 430; S&S 30 393; Tartan 449 or 457 with tall rig, Tartan 3000 441.

in. on the RORC boat to 11’ 5 in with the consequence that I too is stretched to 39’ though still
a foot shorter than the Yankee. The accommodations have been simplified for the American
market, cramming in more sleeping berths and sacrificing the dedicated chart table present on
the European boat while, as with the Yankee, the offset to port mid-ships 18 hp engine has the
prop exiting from the stub fin keel so that the shaft is safely enclosed and the yacht is vastly
more manoeuvrable ahead and above all astern than her predecessors with a prop in an aperture.
Against this must be set a raised portion of the cabin sole to encompass the shaft which must be
easy to trip over.

Tartan 30 –Sail plan and accommodations (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc)

30hp for this displacement was generous but the fuel tank was incorporated into the sideboard
abaft the mast in order to maximise ideal weight distribution. I have to say that having a petrol
(gas) engine and fuel tank forward in the cabin and maybe butane gas in the galley would make
me nervous if you had smokers aboard! Fortunately by 1975 a Faryman diesel option was
offered. .A defect of this design might be deemed to be the lack of dedicated stowage for wet
racing sails which have to live under the cockpit sole between the quarter berths. The mid-ships
galley occupies the whole of the mid-ships starboard side of the cabin and there appears to have
been no dedicated cabin table on one layout. The alternate plan placed the galley aft which was
much more workable with an ice box accessible through a cockpit locker. Either was a
compromise. In the cockpit there is no bridge-deck, only a high sill, again different from the
seagoing layout on the S&S 30. On most counts #2014 is the more practical and more
handsome vessel though the Tartan was perhaps more traditionally finished on the inside with a
variety of imported hardwoods.
The T-30 was a huge success and over 500 were built. They proved light and responsive on the
helm with excellent tracking qualities and the rudder was robustly attached to a skeg with a
bronze shoe. The skeg obviated some of the skittishness encountered with suspended balanced
blades. The tiller attached to the post at the extreme aft end of the vessel leaving the cockpit
clear. The boat was stiff, in part owing to the very wide beam for that period, and they kept their
resale value on account of their solid build, good finish, and nicely finished interior liner. The
keel was securely attached with one inch bolts, tapering to a sharp finish on the trailing edge and
V shaped at the bottom to increase lift – an experiment derived from metre boats and first
incorporated into full keel boats in 1964.
Practical Sailor reviewed the boat in 1987 commenting on its MORC racing appeal to the ‘eager
boat buyer (who) wanted: 5 or 6 berths, full headroom, an enclosed head, full galley and big
boat heft.’ When it came out this model was in direct competition with the Yankee 30, Newport
30, Pearson 30, Cal 2030, Morgan 30/2 and Scampi. In her first season in ’71 the Tartan 30 had

widespread success winning her class in the Long Island Sound Race and the MORC in the
Sound again in 1976. In 1986 she managed second in Class in the Block Island Race Week while
under PHRF she still does well rating according to the weather conditions 170-180. Under
certain conditions she can stay competitive with a J/30 rated at 135. The review noted that her
narrow shroud base made her a serious competitor upwind while her stability off the wind was
better than her more modern successors. Although PS rightly remarked that the ‘marketing
honchos’ insisted on more berths on a boat than could practically be used for advertising
purposes and sales, they also pointed out the dilemma that faced any designer at this time of
putting liveable accommodations in a small vessel that a decade earlier would have been
relegated to day sailing while ‘still having the boat sail like a racer and not like a houseboat’.
Like any ageing GRP boat the T30 is not without its problems – don’t any of you glassfibre
enthusiast delude yourselves that only wooden hulls suffer deterioration! Leaks at the
chainplates, mast partners and step corrosion, corrosion round the tie rod, weakened bulkhead
tabbing, and loosened floor timbers due to grounding are all things to beware of apart from the
usual gel coat issues. Despite a substantial lay up this is not a Swan and so like all fin keel yacht
she cannot withstand the kind of abuse a full keel boat might shrug off. Having said that few
boats will give more fun for fast family cruising or serious PHRF racing on a budget and the
T30 will surely be around long after many of her younger and more lightly built derivatives have
expired or been chain sawed.
Between 1928 and the early ‘70s S&S designed no fewer than 48 thirty footers. Many of course
were close relatives or marginally altered sequential designs. Eight designs were produced
between 1929 and 1946, sixteen between 1948 and 1969 and no less than twenty-four between
1970 and 1981 the bulk in the early ‘70s. After the production of the T30 interest in the ½ Ton
Cup was at its height, S&S was in its heyday and many commissions were received. Of these
roughly 7 were for series production but no less than 17 were virtual ‘one offs’ for individuals
though many were variants of the same basic design8. The very last of these was #2397 once
again for Tartan and this was called the Tartan 3000 in order to differentiate it from the highly
successful, and still race winning, Tartan 30 of a decade earlier which by then had sold over 500
hulls.

Tartan 3000 Deck plan & sail plan – ( Copyright Sparkman and Stephens Inc.)

LOA was 30’, DWL 25’ 3 in, beam slightly increased to 10’ 1 in and draft 5’ 2 in with sail area at
441 sq ft. Thus when compared to its successful predecessor of a decade earlier waterline had
8

9 variants of 2098 Hobbytry, 2 of 2229, 4 of 2250 Maltese Cat.

once again crept up by 9 in, beam by one inch and draft instead had increased roughly three
inches. As the designer stated in September 1981 ‘the new design had to retain the positive
qualities of its predecessor. And, at the same time, incorporate advances in hull shape,
appendage design, and construction materials and systems’. The new boat weighed a full 1000
lbs less than its predecessor while carrying a similar rig and 3830 lbs of ballast, a high ratio.

Tartan 3000

The clean lines were contemporary, with shorter ends once again to suit MORC, a flatter
bottom, and no rule cheating ‘lumps or bumps’. The distinctive keel and spade rudder were
intended to make her ‘quick and responsive on all points of sailing’. The boat was aimed to be
faster, easier to sail and graced with a better layout with a higher standard of finish so that her
resale value would be maintained with a view to trading up, of course, to a larger Tartan! Two
keel alternatives were offered – a 5’ 2 in fin NACA profile foil or a shallower high performance
4’ 1 in Scheel keel for cruising. In addition two versions were offered – cruise and race. The
former had luxuries such as wheel pedestal steering, pressure water and small comforts and a
standard rig, whilst the latter had a tiller, twin spreaders, baby stay and vang, extra winches,
cockpit led halyards and a folding prop. The interior was a huge step forward in interior design
which now matched the best modern standards: a large ice box could be loaded from the
cockpit, a full sized nav.table was back in vogue, a folding saloon dining table, and best of all a
full width heads with shower and grating forward of the mast though this cramped the
accommodation in the foc’sle ‘stateroom’. The attractive sheer and wide side decks aided by a
straight house were aesthetic plus points, the new contemporary bow shape a minus. We had
also entered the age of perforated aluminium deck rails. The hull was hand lay-up but cored and
the deck gear anodised alloy, while the interior was well fitted in rubbed oil finished wood and a
teak cabin sole, making for a warmer, friendlier, ‘shippy’ appearance a decided improvement on
some of the refrigerator-like interiors of ‘60s and some ‘70s designs.
With the beginning of the ‘80s ‘Pocket Cruiser-Racer’ design by S&S regrettably came to an
end. It is enticing to speculate what a current offering might look like and there is just one clue.
Recent years have seen the launch of a new class of yacht on the classic circuits – the so called

The new Babe – (Copyright Sparkman and Stephens Inc 2005)

Spirit of Tradition. Modern hulls and methods incorporated into a classic profile. In 1999-2000
S&S, having failed to locate the original Babe, and in part in preparation for the 75th
Anniversary, carried out an exercise. This was a liaison between Greg Matzat and Olin Stephens

The new Babe – (Copyright Sparkman & Stephens Inc 2005)

Who was reluctant to carry out drastic revisions to Babe’s proven classic under-body. Greg I feel
would have pushed for something more contemporary and capable of sustained planning. The
exercise is one of great beauty. The original lofty rig is virtually unaltered but a modern
appendage is faired into the hull. I reproduce some plans and can only speculate at the surprise
this classic profile might impart upon the unwary J/Boat owner if they were ever to meet in
competition!
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